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Adsorption-induced conformational changes in protein diffusion-aggregation surface assemblies
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Two-dimensional rigid colloid aggregation models may be applied to protein layers when no large conformational change is involved. Yet, following adsorption, several proteins undergo a conformational transition
that may be involved in aggregative structures. Our focus here is how a conformational change might influence
surface clustering in a diffusion-aggregation model. We propose a model including diffusion, aggregation, and
unfolding of proteins that are randomly adsorbed onto a surface. Our model allows simulating the case where
protein-protein interaction favors unfolding and the case where this interaction prevents it. We study the effect
of a simple disk-to-rod unidirectional unfolding and investigate the morphology of the resulting clusters in the
diffusion- and reaction-limited regimes. A rich variety of structures is produced, with fractal dimension differing from that in universal diffusive aggregation models. Increasing unfolding probability shifts the system from
the neighbor-induced to the neighbor-prevented unfolding regime. The intermediate structures that arise from
our model could be helpful in understanding the assembly of different observed protein structures.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.72.051904
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proteins may be found circulating, in physiological fluids,
incorporated in a gel, in the extracellular matrix 共ECM兲, or
interacting with solid surfaces. This is the case in bone and
teeth were ECM proteins are closely associated with the mineral matrix. This interaction plays a direct role in the mineralization process 关1–4兴 and has been focused on in several
studies 关5–11兴. The surface-protein interaction is also one of
the first events following an implant graft and raises much
interest in biomedical engineering 关12–17兴.
Protein layer functions depend on both the single molecule conformational state and the self-assembled structure
properties. The conformation of a protein depends on its location and surrounding, and adsorption at interfaces may
strongly affect it. A protein may indeed undergo surfaceinduced conformational changes, often referred to as “surface denaturations” 关18,19兴. In several cases, these transitions lead to conformations that have functions differing
from those of the soluble forms. They may for instance result
in a loss of activity for enzymes 关20,21兴, or in the modulation
of the adhesion-promoting effect of ECM proteins 关22,23兴.
The properties of a protein layer depend not only on the
molecule conformation but also on the spatial distribution of
the proteins on the surface 关24兴 which may prevail over substrate topology 关25兴. Maheshwari et al. have, for instance,
shown that, at a given surface density of adhesion-promoting
peptides, cell adhesion, cytoskeleton organization, and migration speed tend to be favored by a clustered distribution
of the peptides, with respect to their dispersion over the surface 关26兴.
Given the tight correlation between protein layer morphology and function, the accurate understanding and prediction of their morphological features appears to be needed in
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various areas of biology. In that perspective, simulation studies may be a useful tool and several approaches have been
developed over the past decade.
Surface assembly of sphere-shaped particles are well described by diffusion aggregation models derived from Witten
and Sanger’s model 关27兴 and adapted to random sequential
adsorption processes 关28兴. Briefly, in this kind of model,
once adsorbed, particles diffuse randomly onto the surface
and two particles may aggregate when meeting one another.
Those models are able to describe protein surface assemblies
in different bulk conditions provided the adsorption does not
induce a large conformational change 关29兴. It is known
though that a number of protein aggregative structures, such
as fibrils, the assembly of which may be surface induced
关30兴, imply partial unfolding 关31–34兴. Van Tassel et al. developed a sequential adsorption model that includes a symmetrical postadsorption conformational change of the molecule 关35兴. This model fits fibronectin adsorption data in
terms of kinetic behavior or surface coverage but does not
include surface diffusion. However, their more recent data
suggest a postadsorption clustering that might involve surface diffusion 关36,37兴.
Considering the experimental knowledge of protein adsorption, a model of protein layer formation should take both
surface diffusion and unfolding of the adsorbed protein into
account. Our focus here is how conformational changes
might influence the protein surface clustering process in a
diffusion-aggregation model and thus the morphology of the
resulting surface assemblies. We propose a model including
diffusion, aggregation, and unfolding of molecules that are
randomly adsorbed onto a surface. We study the effect of a
simple unidirectional unfolding from a disk- to a rod-shaped
particle. Unfolding is first considered not to depend on the
vicinity of the protein. We also study the effects of proteinprotein interactions on the unfolding events. We investigate
the role of unfolding on the morphology of the resulting
clusters in both the diffusion-limited 共DL兲 and reactionlimited 共RL兲 regimes.
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FIG. 1. Depiction of the model. At each time step, proteins adsorb at a random position. They are then allowed to diffuse on the surface
unless they unfold or aggregate. Neighbor-required unfolding PI = 0; neighbor-prevented unfolding PN = 0; neighbor-independent unfolding
P I = P N.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION PROCEDURES

Bulk proteins are modeled as disk-shaped particles of radius ␣ that adsorb onto a square lattice of size L ⫻ L at random positions. Figure 1 shows a general scheme of the
model. At each adsorption step, representing 1 / L2 time step,
a position for the center of a particle is chosen at random
and, provided adsorption results in no overlap with previously adsorbed proteins, the protein adsorbs with a probability Pa. All the adsorbed proteins are then allowed to diffuse
according to an Ndiff-step random walk of their particle centers. We consider the diffusion of a cluster to be slow enough
to be negligible and let only monomers diffuse so that the
aggregation of a protein results in its immobilization. If a
protein diffuses beyond the lattice limits, it is removed. The
boundary conditions had no influence on the results due to a
large system size. We include unfolding attempts of the adsorbed protein between adsorption events. If allowed to, the
protein will then spread into a rodlike particle. The unfolding
maximizes the contact between the protein and the surface
which increases the binding energy. The unfolded species is
therefore often considered irreversibly adsorbed 关38,39兴.
Consistent with this view, we considered the unfolded protein diffusion to be negligible. If two proteins come in contact, i.e., when at least two sites of theirs become nearest
neighbors, they have a probability Pag to irreversibly aggregate.
To study the effect of protein interactions on the conformational change, the unfolding of an isolated molecule and
that of a protein that is part of a cluster are considered separately. Unfolding of an isolated protein occurs symmetrically
from the center of the molecule while unfolding of a clustered protein starts from the contact site with the neighbor.
Both undergo excluded surface effects and the direction of

unfolding is chosen at random among available ones. These
two events are referred to as isolated and neighbor-induced
unfolding with respective probabilities PI and PN per protein
per unit time. The case PI = 0 stands for neighbor-required
and PN = 0 for neighbour-prevented unfolding. Hence, PN
= PI represents a neighbour-independent unfolding.
Each simulation is performed on a square lattice of linear
dimension L = 1500. The folded proteins are modeled as diskshaped particles of radius ␣ = 3 and the unfolded ones as rods
of length ␤ = 29 and thickness 1. Note that ␤ is taken to keep
constant the number of sites occupied by a single protein
whether it is unfolded or not. The fractal dimension of
deposition-diffusion-aggregation models is known to depend
on the relative values of the deposition flux and the diffusion
coefficient, as well on the surface coverage 关28,40,41兴. We
found the ratio Pa / Ndiff = 10−6 to allow the generation of isolated clusters in the diffusion-limited regime that are similar
in aspect and fractal dimension to the diffusion-limited aggregation 共DLA兲 and reaction-limited aggregation 共RLA兲
clusters when no unfolding takes place. To investigate the
effect of the unfolding with respect to these well known
DLA and RLA structures, all the simulations are therefore
performed with Pa = 10−4 and Ndiff = 100. One should note
here, that, the minimal rate parameters of the model are
Ndiff / Pa, Pag, PI / PA, and PN / PA. The simulations are completed for a final surface coverage  much below the percolation threshold,  ⬃ 0.013, that is, for 1000 proteins being
present on a lattice of size L = 1500, at the same time. We
specifically study the cases Pag = 1 and 10−3. For reading convenience, we refer to these cases as the DL and RL regimes
even when the unfolding shifts the systems to other behavior.
The fractal dimensions of the resulting clusters are estimated
using a box counting method 关42兴.
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the cluster fractal dimension calculation using a box counting
method. The fractal dimension D f is deduced
from the slope of the log-log plot of the number
of boxes versus the box dimension. Two unfolding probabilities are shown here, P = 1 共open
symbols兲 and 10−7 共filled symbols兲, in the case of
neighbor-independent unfolding, i.e., PN = PI. 共a兲
Diffusion-limited regime, Pag = 1; 共b兲 reactionlimited regime, Pag = 10−3. For P = 1 a two-scale
behavior is observed, so that each part of the
curve is fitted independently and the two corresponding dimensions are indicated. In both panels, the curves have been shifted for clarity.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We investigated the effect of the unfolding of the monomer on the morphology of surface protein clusters. We studied separately the effects of the neighborhood and of the
surface on the unfolding. This can be done by dissociating
the unfolding probability into a surface-induced unfolding
probability PI when the protein is isolated, and a neighborinduced probability PN when it is in contact with another
one. The case PI = 0 represents neighbor-required unfolding,
PN = 0 neighbor-prevented unfolding, and PN = PI neighborindependent unfolding. All the simulations are performed for
the same final surface coverage and the folded and unfolded
monomers cover the same surface fraction. This allows us to
study the only effect of the conformation change on the cluster morphology.
The clusters exhibit autosimilarity properties as shown by
the power-law behavior of the number of square boxes
needed to cover a cluster vs the box linear dimension plotted
in Fig. 2. This allows us to compare their morphology in
terms of fractal dimension, over the whole range of unfolding probabilities studied here. At high unfolding probability,

in both neighbor-independent and neighbor-prevented unfolding, a two-scale behavior is observed, the first part of the
curve reflecting the fractal dimension of small-sized clusters
and the second, at larger length scales, reflecting a uniform
distribution of these small clusters 共Fig. 2兲. In the following,
only the short-length scale fractal dimension, reflecting the
cluster morphology, will be considered, when such behavior
is observed.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the cluster aspect and
fractal dimension on the unfolding probability P in the
diffusion-limited regime 共i.e., Pag = 1兲. In this regime, setting
both unfolding probabilities to zero generates clusters with
fractal dimension of 1.652± 0.039 共not shown兲, i.e., classical
DLA on a two-dimensional square lattice 关27兴. When
neighbor-required unfolding 关Fig. 3共a兲兴 is included, the clusters exhibit a ramified morphology that is close to DLA clusters at low P, but rapidly displays less compact structures,
containing void spaces. Consistent with their aspect, the
cluster fractal dimension decreases with increasing P to
reach the average value 1.431± 0.025 at P = 10−5, and no further change in the dimension is observed at higher probability. Even at low unfolding probability 共1.640± 0.011 at PN
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FIG. 3. Cluster fractal dimension D f versus the unfolding probability P in the diffusion-limited regime where Pag = 1. 共a兲 Neighborrequired unfolding, P = PN and PI = 0; 共b兲 neighbor-independent unfolding, P = PN = PI; and 共c兲 neighbor-prevented unfolding, P = PI and
PN = 0. The insets on top of each plot show examples of lattice configurations for each parameter set.

= 10−7兲, the fractal dimension is significantly lower than the
dimension found for the universal diffusive aggregation
model. Unfolding causes a large cluster tip expansion, due to

the rod shape of unfolded proteins, and this allows the cluster
to be reached from farther away by incoming proteins. This
causes a faster growth, which, combined with the formation
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of closed structures that prevents incoming proteins from
diffusing inside the clusters, may explain the conformationalchange-induced compactness decrease and corresponding
low dimension. Cluster fractal dimensions lower than the
DLA cluster dimension may also appear with spherical objects when cluster diffusion 关43兴 or attractive interactions
关44兴 are taken into account.
The aggregative behavior of diffusing rod-shaped particles have been studied in two 关45,46兴 and three dimensions
关47兴. These studies showed that the larger the length of a
particle, the higher the cluster fractal dimension. In the twodimensional model, the orientations of the rod-shaped particles are all the same and remain fixed during the diffusionaggregation process. Therefore, the increase of the fractal
dimension simply results from the obligatory parallel packing of the rods. In the three-dimensional case though, the
rods are initially randomly oriented and then diffuse in a
direction depending on their aspect ratio. In this case, the
increase of the fractal dimension is thought to arise from the
possible aggregation of rods at distances lower than their
larger gyration radius 关47兴. The apparent discrepancy of
these results from ours might originate from the aggregative
behavior of anisotropic objects that may vary with the Euclidean dimension. Our lower fractal dimension results from
the monomer shape together with the fact that the unfolding
produces closed structures, or loops, preventing incoming
proteins from diffusing inside the clusters. If a similar loop is
formed in three dimensions, incoming rods may still diffuse
and reach the inner part of this kind of void. Either by “capping the void” 共the axis of the incoming rod being in the
plane of the void兲 or by crossing through it, this aggregation
will increase the cluster fractal dimension. Such events,
which are not allowed in our model, may in part explain why
the fractal dimension decreases in two-dimensional 共2D兲 rod
clusters and increases in 3D.
In the case of neighbor-prevented unfolding, the clusters
exhibit the typical morphology of DLA clusters at low P and
little change, but a size decrease, is observed with increasing
P. The fractal dimension shows no change either until P
= 10−4 关Fig. 3共c兲兴. Above this value, it rapidly decreases to
reach a plateau value of about 1.22. At high P values, the
clusters actually mostly consist of monomers and dimers,
and when P is 1, the network tends toward random sequential adsorption 共RSA兲 of rodlike particles since almost no
diffusion takes places and—except for steric considerations—all the proteins are unfolded.
When the unfolding does not depend on the monomer
surroundings, i.e., for neighbor-independent unfolding, the
fractal dimension shows a first decrease with increasing unfolding probability P and reaches a plateau value of ⬃1.43
between 10−5 and 10−3 关Fig. 3共b兲兴. This decrease is very
similar to that observed for neighbor-required unfolding 关i.e.,
PI = 0, Fig. 3共a兲兴. The cluster morphologies are very similar
as well. It seems therefore that PI does not play a significant
role when little unfolding occurs. A second decrease is observed above 10−3 until a final value of ⬃1.18, where the
lattice configuration is close to random sequential adsorption. Cluster morphology crosses over from neighborrequired unfolding, at low P value, to neighbor-prevented
unfolding at high P value. The transition occurs for unfold-

ing probabilities between 10−4 and 10−2, where the fractal
dimension is ⬃1.43 in the three cases 共neighbor-required,
-prevented, and -independent unfolding兲. The clusters
present, however, quite different morphologies. For
neighbor-independent unfolding, with P = 10−3 and 10−2, the
dimension reflects the dimension of small-size clusters
among which a few present an elongated, low-ramified structure. This may be understood in terms of steric effects. If two
clusters grow close to one another, the direction of unfolding
for a protein joining one of the cluster will be biased by the
closest cluster. The neighbor-prevented unfolding probability
decreases the distance between two cluster origins and this
steric hindrance has a high probability to occur. In neighborrequired unfolding, the clusters are far enough from one another not to feel their neighbor 关Fig. 3共a兲兴 but close clusters,
that do not bridge, do not interpenetrate much. This might
thus suggest that the same steric effect is experienced on the
cluster perimeter. Incidentally, one may think this simply occurs when the distance between two clusters becomes of the
order of twofold the length of the unfolded protein.
In the reaction-limited regime 共i.e., Pag = 1; Fig. 4兲, cluster
morphologies that are very different from those observed in
the diffusion-limited regime 共Fig. 3兲 are generated. The
neighbor-required unfolding produces dense clusters at P
= 10−7, with continuous compactness decrease with increasing P, while the neighbor-prevented unfolding leads to dense
clusters close to RLA ones at low P, with size decrease until
P = 10−4, beyond which the lattice resembles RSA configurations. The neighbor-independent unfolding clusters resemble
neighbor-required unfolding ones at low P and neighborprevented unfolding ones at high P, with a specific intermediate morphology at P = 10−5 and 10−4. The fractal dimension
exhibits the same qualitative behavior with respect to unfolding probability as in the DL regime, i.e., an early slight decrease with PN 关Fig. 4共a兲兴, and a later sharp decrease with PI
关Fig. 4共c兲兴. When both unfoldings are equally applied, the
fractal dimension undergoes a two-step decrease with P, reflecting separate PN and PI influences 关Fig. 4共b兲兴. As expected, the cluster dimension is overall higher than in the DL
regime, except at high surface-induced unfolding value,
where both regimes converge toward random sequential adsorption. Apart from cluster compactness, the RL regime also
differs from the DL one regarding the crossover between
neighbor- and surface-induced unfoldings, which occurs
faster and at lower unfolding probability. By definition, in
the RL regime, the monomers are not entirely sticky so that
the proteins may jump back after a contact. Folded proteins
are therefore statistically more often found isolated than interacting with another protein, at least at low surface coverage. No wonder then, if, in this regime, the crossover to
isolated unfolding is found at lower unfolding probability
value. In terms of protein adsorption, slowly aggregative
proteins, which experience repulsive interactions, would tend
rapidly toward random adsorption with increasing protein
surface affinity.
The changes in fractal dimension observed when increasing the unfolding probability appear to be only partly correlated to the average proportion of unfolded protein per cluster as shown in Fig. 5. For both RL and DL regimes, in the
neighbor-required unfolding case, the unfolded protein frac-
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FIG. 4. Cluster fractal dimension D f versus the unfolding probability P in the reaction-limited regime where Pag = 10−3. 共a兲 Neighborrequired unfolding, P = PN and PI = 0; 共b兲 neighbor-independent unfolding, P = PN = PI; and 共c兲 neighbor-prevented unfolding, P = PI and
PN = 0. The insets on top of each plot show examples of lattice configurations for each parameter set.

tion slightly increases from 10−7 to 10−5, above which it
reaches its maximum value. For neighbor-prevented unfolding, it remains below 0.04 until 10−4 and 10−5 in the RL and

DL regimes, respectively, and then constantly increases.
These behaviors reflect the changes observed in cluster fractal dimension for both regimes 关Figs. 3, 4共a兲, and 4共c兲兴; the
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FIG. 5. Unfolded protein fraction per cluster versus unfolding
probability P in the reaction共continuous lines兲 and diffusion共dotted lines兲 limited regimes for
neighbor-prevented,
-required,
and -independent unfoldings. The
symbols are the same as in Figs. 3
and 4. All curves exhibit the same
shape except in the neighbor-prevented regime 共P = PI; PN = 0;
filled diamonds兲 where the unfolded fraction increases more
slowly with P in both regimes..

higher the unfolded fraction the lower the dimension. In the
neighbor-prevented case, the unfolded fraction changes reflects the observed differences between the RL and DL regimes as well. Yet the correlation is not obvious for
neighbor-independent unfolding. In this case, contrary to
what is observed for the fractal dimension, the unfolded fraction does not exhibit an intermediate behavior between
neighbor-prevented and -required unfoldings but rather follows neighbor-required unfolding behavior. The fact that the
same unfolded fraction leads to a lower cluster fractal dimension when isolated unfolding is allowed suggests that the
morphology of the resulting clusters depends not only on the
unfolded fraction but also on whether these unfolding events
occurs before or after the aggregation, i.e., whether they are
isolated or clustered unfoldings.
In our model, we considered the diffusion of unfolded
proteins to be negligible; hence, the higher the unfolding
probability the shorter the diffusion length. Since cluster diffusion is negligible as well, unfolding only alters diffusion
for isolated proteins. More than ending their diffusion, it also
creates a new obstacle on the lattice for other diffusing proteins and subsequently increases the rate of aggregative encounters. At low unfolding probability, most of the proteins
may diffuse and aggregate to a small number of clusters and
unfolding of clustered proteins is favored. The higher the
unfolding probability, the higher the number of clusters, so
that proteins mostly form dimers and the system finally tends
to a random sequential adsorption of rod particles, where
almost no diffusion takes place. Between the two behaviors,
the unfolding of isolated monomers is high enough to increase the cluster number and thus favor neighbor-induced
unfolding, and low enough to allow diffusion and subsequent
aggregation. It may therefore be supposed that the transition
zone would be found at lower values the lower the diffusion
coefficient of folded monomers.
IV. RELEVANCE TO PROTEIN AGGREGATION

We developed a deposition-diffusion-aggregation model
that accounts for the adsorption-induced conformational

change, which is a generic feature of proteins at interfaces.
Though widely described in experimental studies, this unfolding event has, however, seldom been considered in theoretical ones 关35,38兴. We aim at investigating conformational
changes related to biomacromolecule surface self-assembly.
For this purpose, we studied the effect of a very simple diskto-rod transition of proteins adsorbing and diffusing on a
lattice.
Proteins undergo various structural changes upon adsorption and using a two-state all-or-nothing unfolding process
might seem a little simplistic. While, to be more realistic, our
model could certainly benefit from some enhancement regarding this point, this simple transition may approximate
some protein behaviors when studying the general effects of
an unfolding event. Indeed, in several cases, mostly for high
molecular weight proteins, the three-dimensional structure of
adsorbed proteins may be described as two overall states,
compact and extended. This is, for instance, the case for
fibronectin 关22,48–50兴. Fibronectin is a high molecular
weight protein of the extracellular matrix of connective tissues in which it is found under a fibrilar form. The underlying assembly mechanisms are still under investigation but it
has been shown that fibronectin fibrillogenesis may be surface induced 关48,51,52兴. Figure 6 presents a staining of human fibronectin adsorbed onto a bone substitute material,

FIG. 6. Immunofluorescent staining of a fibronectin layer spontaneously formed upon adsorption onto 共a兲, 共b兲 hydroxyapatite or
共c兲 cell culture glass. The cluster fractal dimension, estimated from
a box counting method, is indicated at the bottom left of each picture. Each image is 300⫻ 300 m.
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hydroxyapatite 共HA兲. Adsorption onto HA spontaneously induces fibronectin fibrillogenesis and produces large connected fibrilar structures the fractal dimension of which
ranges over 1.5–1.6 关Figs. 6共a兲 and 6共b兲兴. Moreover, unlike
classical DLA clusters, fibronectin clusters do not present an
open ramified treelike structure but rather contain closedloop structures inside the aggregates. All these features are
captured by our model, in the DL regime for low unfolding
probability 关Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲, P = 10−6兴 or in the RL regime
at higher unfolding probability 关Fig. 4共a兲, P ⬎ 10−5; Fig. 4共b兲,
P = 10−5兴, both when clustered unfolding is allowed.
The conformation change of a protein strongly depends
on the surface it is adsorbed on 关22,53–55兴 and our model
allows the investigation of several protein-substrate couples.
For instance, fibronectin adsorption onto glass leads to the
formation of small compact aggregates 关Fig. 6共c兲兴, rather
than to the fibrilar clusters observed on hydroxyapatite.
These structures are similar to RLA aggregates and our
model indicates that the difference with the adsorption structures observed on HA might reflect a difference in the protein
unfolding on the two surfaces.
In addition to the surface-protein interaction, it is inferred
from many experiments that protein interactions themselves
play a major role in the conformational change, by either
favoring or preventing it. The latter may be intuitively understood in terms of surface crowding 关56–58兴. This crowding may, however, have the opposite effect as exemplified by
a number of data sets in the literature. For instance,
adsorption-induced denaturation of lysozyme increases with
increasing surface coverage, whatever the kind of surface
关59兴. Moreover, in the assembly of some specific protein
structures, such as amyloid fibrils, conformational changes
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